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A COMPLETE LINE OF
EVERYTHING.
Simplicity, perseverance, tenacity
and efficiency, qualities that make
MODULINE, a true “chef-partner”,
essential for kitchen professionals.
With its wide range of solutions
and equipment, Moduline satisfies
both the requirements that are in
line with the time, requiring speed,
dynamics and the capacity to respond
to unpredictability – with the CPS
formula (Critical Phases Solutions)
- but also the requirements of those
that prefer bringing back antique
values, like patience, through the
rediscovery of “slow cooking”.
Moduline is completeness of
resolutions and innovations, further
strengthened by the simplicity of
the new electronic controls with
the HACCP system for saving data,
created to move closer to those that
desire to work with dedication and in
complete peace.
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WITH MODULINE EQUIPMENT, IMAGINATION
BECOMES REALITY, ALL THE WHILE ADVANCING
KITCHEN ORGANIZATION!

CPS Critical Phases Solutions:
a system of equipment essential to resolve critical
moments of kitchen organization.
Imagine being able to serve a dish to one of your clients a few days after
cooking it.
Imagine this dish is perfectly compatible with current sanitary and health
regulations.
Imagine then that the dish served is presented organoleptically pleasant
and appetizing and your client is completely satisfied.
Imagine finally, at the end of a day dedicated to satisfying your clients,
respecting all sanitary and health regulations, you were able to save both
time and money.
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CPS
restaurants

Critical Phases Solutions:

an answer to many questions.
Being able to handle variability, enemy of quality, in an efficient manner, translates into a
competitive advantage.
The wide range of Moduline equipment for holding and regeneration represents the solution to
safety, timeliness, and organization and cost rationalization problems, that present themselves
everyday in all areas of the modern catering sector.

How many customers will I have to serve today?
Which dishes will they choose?
How can I serve everyone properly and quickly?

banqueting

How can I serve hundreds of guests all with the same kind of dish in just a
few minutes?
At what time will I have to distribute the dishes?
How can I concentrate more on the artistic preparation of the dishes?

community

How can I guarantee that the meals are safe?
How can I work efficiently making the most of staff and equipment?
How can I use the products in a rational and planned way?

COOKING
Immediate service
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CPS

Critical Phases Solutions:

infinite advantages of a single choice.
The ability to serve a product that has been cooked ahead of time, keeping the appearance and
nutritional characteristics unchanged, can provide great advantages.

-labour -energy -purchases -waste
labour saving
thanks to improved
organisation
and the use
of automatic
equipment.

all-electric
equipment
with calibrated
consumption
for holding or
for reheating/
regenerating.

more product
purchased at the
times when market
prices are more
reasonable.

no excess product
has to be thrown
away because only
the amount necessary
for the day will be
used, keeping the rest
in the refrigerated
holding unit.

+cleanliness +quality

+speed

by decreasing the
frequency of cooking, also
the hours usually devoted
to cleaning the kitchen are
drastically reduced.

speedier serving of a healthy
dish and no worries in the
kitchen. Optimisation of
the service and no futile
journeys.

COOKING
Holding

with the right natural/static or automatically ventilated/controlled
climate using Climachef to have food available for several hours that
seems as if it were just cooked.

Service within the day

reduction of the microbiological
risk to a minimum, nutrition
values intact, optimisation
of the organoleptic aspect
and a practically endless
gastronomic-dietary proposal.

COOKING
Blast chilling

interrupts the decomposition process by stopping bacterial
growth and slows down enzyme activity, which
causes deterioration.

Refrigerated storage

a perfect temperature for several days (+3°C) or months (-18°).

Regenerating/reheating

with an automatically regulated constant climate (temperature and
degree of humidity) (Climachef) to have a product quickly that seems
as if it were freshly cooked.
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Service at a later time

INTUITIVE SIMPLICITY.
The best things are simple. Moduline, a reality that has always been sensitive to the actual needs of those operating in the catering
sector industry, started from this concept when it proposed a new “user-friendly” electronic control, thought of and created to be a
friend of those that work in the kitchen with great passion and professionalism.

ON/OFF switch

Display

Back to previous menu (BACK)

Setting knob and select “ENTER
Push-button “START/STOP”
Push-button cooking chamber
lighting

Logon for core probe (optional)

USB port
saving device
HACCP
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The LCD board can be placed vertically
or horizontally, according to the functions
of different equipment: the functional
characteristics are the same, only the position
of the controls changes. For simplicity
reasons, in the following catalogue we will be
considering a vertical board.

electronic controls “user-friendly”
Everything is possible and easier, with the new
Moduline electronic controls.
Just select the desired function – REGENERATION, MAINTENANCE, MULTI-LEVEL,
MANUAL, PROGRAM MEMORIZATION, SERVICE, etc. – using the knob and press
ENTER.
A system that can be immediately understood, using technology that is simple and
accessible to everyone: very few components and buttons, try it a couple times and it
immediately makes sense, it does not create stress, it is only a pleasure to use.

HACCP LOG SAVING (optional)
If the equipment has been predisposed, at the bottom of the functions present on the
MAIN screen you can find the LOG HACP function that gives you the possibility of saving
daily data on machine operations.
The data can be saved on a USB pen drive using the proper connector: to access it,
unscrew the corresponding airtight cap.
Once the pen drive has been inserted, the SAVE HACP LOG message appears, select Yes
and press ENTER.
Automatically the file containing the entries recorded up to that point on the card is
saved and subsequently it brings you back to the main screen.
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AN ANTIQUE METHOD FOR CUTTING EDGE COOKING.
Moduline has understood that to evolve in the kitchen and offer a healthy diet it is important
to be inspired by the past and reinterpret antique cooking methods with a current point of
view. In addition, in a world where everyone is in a hurry, those that are able to rediscover
the values of slowness and patience, in order to obtain results that are of a high level of
quality and a widened public consensus, are distinguishable.

An essential system,
friendly to meat.
Meat plays a fundamental role in a healthy
diet, in terms of proteins, vitamins, fats,
carbohydrates, minerals, enzymes and
water. It is not enough for it to be present
on the table: it is important for meat to be
cooked without loosing the natural content
and the proper contribution of nutritional
substances.
For this reason Moduline, with the
COOKINGchef system, has rediscovered
and revised “slow cooking”, because only
by cooking for longer periods of time at
a lower temperatures one can guarantee
that meat does not loose weight, does not
change from a chemical point of view, and
gains in flavour, tenderness and quality.
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less raw material cost
greater end quantities = less drop in weight
less energy consumption
less labour required

-20%
-40%
-25%
-35%

= savings

SLOW COOKING, IMMEDIATE ADVANTAGES.
Choosing to cook slowly with the COOKINGchef system guarantees:
• a weight loss around 10% and a significant increase in product yield: there is a gain of 7.5 kg of product every 50 kg!
• Extremely reduced consumption of electricity, with a reduction equal to 25%;
• possibility of also using freshly butchered pieces and less expensive cuts;
• decreased labour costs (-35%), because inserting a probe in the core allows an accurate and safe control of the cooking process
without the supervision of chefs and operators;
• an improvement in the quality of results: the resulting meat is more tasty, tender and seasoned to perfection;
• increased profit and client satisfaction.

pays for itself!
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HIGHLIGHTING COOKINGchef.
The main characters of COOKINGchef are the watertight chamber, without the need of
fans to circulate heat, the core probe and the Delta t that make it possible to cook or
maintain meat at a uniform and constant temperature, this avoids loss of humidity from
the product. The marvel of perfect cooking, helping to maintain the natural content of
vitamins and nutritional substances in the meat, takes place inside the chamber.

FS 041E

FS 282E

FS 082E

FS 052E

Cooking with the delta t system, that is with the valid support of the core
probe, contributes to maintaining the difference in temperature between oven
chamber and the product being cooked constant, in a more gentle manner: the
less this difference is the more delicate the cooking process is, with excellent
results in terms of homogeneousness, tenderness and final product yield.
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Model

Overall dimensions (WxDxH)

Tray capacity (00) space between

Power - kW

Power supply

FS 041E

800x450x600h

4 x GN 1/1 (70h)

1,2

AC 230V 50Hz

FS 052E

725x852x900h

5 x GN 2/1 - 10 x GN 1/1 (70h)

3

AC 230V 50Hz

FS 082E

725x852x1120h

8 x GN 2/1 - 16 x GN 1/1 (70h)

3

AC 230V 50Hz

FS 282E

725x825x1930h

8 + 8 x GN 2/1 - 16 + 16 x GN 1/1 (70h)

3+3

AC 230V 50Hz

MC 031E

450x630x410h

3 x GN 1/1 (70h)

0,7

AC 230V 50Hz

MC 051E

450x630x560h

5 x GN 1/1 (70h)

1

AC 230V 50Hz

Besides standing out for patience and
delicacy COOKINGchef is also talented in
simplicity: this is possible thanks to the
innovative electronic controls created by
Moduline to be constantly closer to those
that cook.

A

B

C

D
E
F

G

Version E
Electronic control and
programmer
A ON/OFF switch
B Display
C Back to previous menu
(BACK)
D Setting knob and select
“ENTER”
E E Push-button “START/STOP”
F Push-button cooking
chamber lighting
G Logon for core probe

protects:
Fats. The low temperature does not harm
and melt fats; as a result it does not change them; in this way the qualities of the fat
are safeguarded and contribute to a more
flavourful finished product.
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C

E

F

B

G

A

H

I

Versione E
Electronic control
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Enzymes. The low temperature leaves
the enzymes present in the meat unaltered
acting like natural tenderizers, breaking
down tissues and making food more tender
and flavoursome.
Liquids. The low temperature decreases
water evaporation in the meat, in a way
that keeps it from drying out.

D

MC 031E

ON/OFF switch
Display
Time selection key
Keeping warm key
Temperature selection key
Core probe selection key
Temperature decrease key
Temperature increase key
START/STOP key

AN EXCELLENT RESERVE ALWAYS READY.
Moduline offers a rich variety of counter static food warmers, with doors or trays and
electric warming surfaces, that allow food to be kept naturally, to have a reserve of food
ready to serve at all times in order to deal with and resolve any situation, problem or
emergency.

MSC 13E

MSC 12E

MSC 11E
D

As if it had just been
cooked.
Every kind of food can be served at any
time, thanks to the electronic temperature
controls, the static reheating and the calibrated vent system.

C

A

B

E

Version E
Electronic control
A
B
C
D
E

ON/OFF switch
Temperature increase key
Temperature decrease key
Display
START/STOP key
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Model

Overall dimensions (WxDxH)

Tray capacity (00) space between

Power - kW

Power supply

MS 031E

450x630x410h

3 x GN 1/1 (70h)

0,70

AC 230V 50Hz

MS 051E

450x630x560h

5 x GN 1/1 (70h)

1,00

AC 230V 50Hz

MSC 11E

660x620x290h

1 x GN 1/1 (150h)

0,70

AC 230V 50Hz

MSC 12E

660x620x500h

2 x GN 1/1 (150h)

1,00

AC 230V 50Hz

MSC 13E

660x620x710h

3 x GN 1/1 (150h)

1,00

AC 230V 50Hz

EVC 08X

810x700x505h

2 x GN 1/1

0,80

AC 230V 50Hz

HX CM 01

410x650x390h

1 x GN 1/1

0,55

AC 230V 50Hz

ERA….

da 570 a 1690x240x75h

da 1 a 5 GN 1/1

da 0,25 a 1,25

AC 230V 50Hz

MS 051E

ERA

MS 031E

HX CM 01

Portable and easy to use.
Designed to be stacked or built-in, they are
easy to transport and install. The Moduline
food warmers, characterized by low
consumption, have a sealed chamber with
rounded corners and slides for removable
tray racks.
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EVC 08X

DYNAMIC HEAT FOR TRAYS.
A valid alternative for keeping trays always warm: many carriage models, come with
castors, ideal for those that need or want transportable heat, they can be freely moved to
where they are needed.

Distinguished by the ergonomic handles, reinforced side bumpers and large castors, the
CALDOchefs include a static chamber heating system, able to guarantee temperature
uniformity concentrated on the inside, without emitting humidity and with a noticeable
reduction in electricity consumption.

MS 082E
MS 081E

MS 052E

D

A

Version E
Electronic control

C

B

E

A
B
C
D
E

ON/OFF switch
Temperature increase key
Temperature decrease key
Display
START/STOP key
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Model

Overall dimensions (WxDxH)

Tray capacity (00) space between

Power - kW

Power supply

MS081E

520x720x1000h

8 x GN 1/1 (70h)

1

AC 230V 50Hz

MS052E

725x852x780h

5 x GN 2/1 - 10 x GN 1/1 (70h)

1,5

AC 230V 50Hz

MS082E

725x852x1000h

8 x GN 2/1 - 16 x GN 1/1 (70h)

1,5

AC 230V 50Hz

MS162E

725x825x1740h

16 x GN 2/1 - 32 x GN 1/1 (70h)

3

AC 230V 50Hz

MS282E

725x825x1740h

8 + 8 x GN 2/1 - 16 + 16 x GN 1/1 (70h)

1,5 + 1,5

AC 230V 50Hz

MS 162E
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MS 282E

WARM TRANSPORTATION FOR DISHES.
The static food warming carriages are noticed in the kitchen not only for their size
and excellent performance, but even for their ability to move freely and quickly. A
rich, safe and dynamic storage, to guarantee a long lasting reserve of flavourful
dishes

MS 192E

Distinguished by the ergonomic handles,
reinforced side bumpers and large castors,
the BANQUETchefs include a static
chamber heating system, able to guarantee
temperature uniformity concentrated on
the inside, without emitting humidity and
with a noticeable reduction in electricity
consumption.

MS 048E

Serving plate rack configuration, ideal for banqueting.

PC 320

PC 260
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Model

Overall dimensions (WxDxH)

Plates capacity (Ø 260)

Plates capacity (Ø 320)

Power - kW

Power supply

MS 048E

880x825x1040h

48

32

0,75

AC 230V 50Hz

MS 096E

880x825x1820h

96

64

1,50

AC 230V 50Hz

MS 128E

1130x825x1820h

128

96

2,25

AC 230V 50Hz

MS 192E

1710x825x1820h

192

128

3,00

AC 230V 50Hz

MS 128E

MS 096E

D

A

Version E
Electronic control

C
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B

E

A
B
C
D
E

ON/OFF switch
Temperature increase key
Temperature decrease key
Display
START/STOP key

COLD STORE GIANTS.
With single or double doors, the cold store carriages (available
in the MD and MR models) keep your food store perfectly
refrigerated and can easily move your food reserve keeping the
operating temperature of 0 to 5 °C and of -12 to +5 °C.
Great cool, for a great preservation.

MD 122E
MR 122E

The consensus of
banqueting.
Ideal for banqueting and deferred services
specialists, the cold store carriages have
excellent insulation, low-noise operation,
ease of use, maximum hygiene, safe and
dynamic transfers, everything in an effort
to ensure quality results.

Ergonomic handle
for moving

Large castors Ø 150
and bumper edges
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Model

Overall dimensions
(WxDxH)

Trays capacity

Plates capacity
Plates Ø 230-260, Containers GN 1/2

Power - kW

Power supply

MD 122E

820x850x1765h

13 x GN 2/1 - 26 x GN 1/1

48

0,90

AC 230V 50Hz

MR 122E

820x850x1765h

13 x GN 2/1 - 26 x GN 1/1

48

0,90

AC 230V 50Hz

MD 123E

820x850x1765h

10 x GN 2/1 - 20 x GN 1/1

36

0,90

AC 230V 50Hz

MR 123E

820x850x1765h

10 x GN 2/1 - 20 x GN 1/1

36

0,90

AC 230V 50Hz

MD 123E
MR 123E

Working temperature for MD models

Working temperature for MR models
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REGENERATION ALWAYS UNDER
CONTROL.
Time, temperature and humidity inside the chamber. These are
the three parameters that must be constantly monitored by the
electronic controls by way of an innovative and exclusive system
to guarantee plated regeneration and holding at +65 °C, with the
entire benefit of favour and organoleptic properties.

All models are floor
standing. Many solutions
and possibilities for
accommodating
any type of trolley

The floor holding and regeneration cabinets
CLIMAchef from Moduline respond
perfectly to every wish and sensitivity of
the chef: regeneration quality is personally
determined according to habits, style and
service needs. Today, with the presence of
new electronic controls, more intuitive and
easier to use, regeneration programming
can be within the reach of everyone.
With CLIMAchef plated dishes can go from
refrigerated preservation to regeneration
in time for table service and be kept for a
few hours at service temperature of +65
°C, flavourful and fragrant as if they had
just been cooked, without being wet or
dried-out.

A

B

C

D
E
F

Version E
Electronic control and
programmer
A ON/OFF switch
B Display
C Back to previous menu
(BACK)
D Setting knob and select
“ENTER”
E E Push-button “START/STOP”
F Push-button cooking
chamber lighting
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20

GN 1/1

MFP 20E
RFP 20E

MFP 22E
RFP 22E

20

GN 2/1

MFP 40E
RFP 40E

MFP 42E
RFP 42E

20

GN
1/1

MTP 20E
RTP 20E

MTP 22E
RTP 22E

Universal usage.
Capable of holding plate and tray trolleys of any kind; all CLIMAchef models stand flush
with the floor and work with any kind of trolley. The door has 3 point locking, to guarantee
stability and performance safety, even when it is under continual and heavy usage

MFP 20E / MFP 22E
RFP 20E / RFP 22E
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MTP 20E / MTP 22E
RTP 20E / RTP 22E

MFP 40E / MFP 42E
RFP 40E / RFP 42E

Model

Overall dimensions / oven interior (WxDxH)

Trays capacity

Plates capacity Ø 230-310

Power kW

Power supply

MFP 20E

1110x810x1950h

740x675x1860h

20 x GN 1/1

60

6,20

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RFP 20E

1110x810x1950h

740x675x1860h

20 x GN 1/1

60

12,50

3N AC 400V 50Hz

MTP 20E

940x920x1950h

570x785x1860h

20 x GN 1/1

60

6,20

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RTP 20E

940x920x1950h

570x785x1860h

20 x GN 1/1

60

12,50

3N AC 400V 50Hz

MFP 22E

1110x810x1950h

740x685x1860h

20 x GN 1/1

60

6,20

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RFP 22E

1110x810x1950h

740x685x1860h

20 x GN 1/1

60

12,50

3N AC 400V 50Hz

MTP 22E

940x920x1950h

570x795x1860h

20 x GN 1/1

60

6,20

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RTP 22E

940x920x1950h

570x795x1860h

20 x GN 1/1

60

12,50

3N AC 400V 50Hz

MFP 40E

1110x1080x1950h

740x945x1860h

20 x GN 2/1

100

7,50

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RFP 40E

1110x1080x1950h

740x945x1860h

20 x GN 2/1

100

23,00

3N AC 400V 50Hz

MFP 42E

1110x1080x1950h

740x955x1860h

20 x GN 2/1

100

7,50

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RFP 42E

1110x1080x1950h

740x955x1860h

20 x GN 2/1

100

23,00

3N AC 400V 50Hz

REGENERATION, THE BEST WAY AND
ANYWHERE.
The catering sector is in continual evolution and banqueting is the actual proof
of this dynamism. Moduline proposes solutions aimed at chefs and operators
that want to guarantee dishes and foods that are up to standard for every
occasion and location, with formulas that are recommended for reaching
satellite kitchens, optimizing transfers and ensuring exemplary service.

The RC models from Moduline, made even
more desirable with the new user friendly
interface, are essential to excellent
service away form the kitchens, because
they regenerate and hold at a constant
+65 °C no matter where you are working.
Hot airflows are channelled and regulated
by one or more fans to allow every area
of the chamber to reach the required
temperature quickly and evenly; a buzzer
warns when the temperature has been
reached and the holding phase begins.
The ROLLERchef carriages are equipped
with a water reserve tank, refillable, that
ensure the perfect functioning of the
CLIMAchef (optional in the E versions), the
exclusive system that monitors the climate
quality inside of the chamber for a perfect
regeneration and temperature holding.
RC 101M
Water reservoir
RC 061E

Large castors.
125 to 150 mm in diameter, these castors
give the Moduline carriages an evident
comfort, all to the benefit of smooth gliding,
fewer vibrations and absolute silence during
movement
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Model

Overall dimensions (WxDxH)

Trays capacity

Plates capacity

Power supply

RC 061M/E

850x775x970h

6 x GN 1/1 o 600x400

12

3,20

AC 230V 50Hz

RC 101M/E

850x775x1270h

10 x GN 1/1 o 600x400

20

6,50

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RC 112M/E

950x800x1130h

10 x GN 2/1 - 20 x GN 1/1

40

9,60

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RC 153M/E

950x800x1650h

16 x GN 2/1 - 32 x GN 1/1

64

9,60

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RC 156M/E

950x820x1650h

16 x GN 2/1 - 32 x GN 1/1

64

9,60

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RC 161M/E

850x730x1730h

16 x GN 1/1 o 600x400

32

6,40

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RC 162M/E

900x840x1830h

16 x GN 2/1

64

9,60

3N AC 400V 50Hz

RC 153E

RC 156E

RC 162E

RC 112M

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

Version M - Electromechanical control
A ON/OFF switch
B Mode selection switch for regenerating “R” on plate or
keeping warm “M” on plate or tray
C Temperature regulation knob, with warning light to show
that temperature has been reached
D Regenerating time regulation knob, with warning light
indicating operation. By selecting “keeping warm” “M”
the “time” function is cut out
E Humidity regulation knob, with warning light indicating
operation
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Power kW

Version E
Electronic control and
programmer

D

E

F

A ON/OFF switch
B Display
C Back to previous menu
(BACK)
D Setting knob and select
“ENTER”
E E Push-button “START/STOP”
F Push-button cooking
chamber lighting

QUALITY REGENERATING.
The best in terms of technological evolution and great containment capacity, these ovens
represent the perfect and reliable response for today’s unscheduled catering, where being
early or late is the norm.
It is possible, as well as pleasing and safe, to regenerate products on the plate, in
containers or trays with the certainty of excellent results in terms of fragrance, flavour,
appearance, attractiveness and absolute safety for the customer.

RB 023E

RB 056E

The search for efficient and effective solutions for enjoyable and satisfying cooking, has led Moduline to
create FORNOchef, re-heating ovens from-18 °C of from + 3 °C to +65°C.
The MULTILEVEL function, easily programmable with the new electronic controls, corresponds to a quick
regeneration of food that has already been cooked or has been taken from the refrigerator and it possible
to subdivide the equipment in various levels, managing them independently in terms of time.
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Model

Overall dimensions (WxDxH)

Trays capacity

Plates capacity (Ø 230-260)

Power - kW

Power supply

RB 023S/M/E
RB 056S/M/E
RB 061S/M/E
RB 101S/M/E
RB 072S/M/E
RB 102S/M/E
RB 141S/M/E
RB 142S/M/E

595x550x630h
870x550x630h
800x700x770h
800x700x1070h
860x850x850h
860x850x1070h
800x700x1610h
860x850x1610h

5 GN 2/3
5 600x400
5/6 x (GN 1/1 o 600x400)
8/10 x (GN 1/1 o 600x400)
6/7 x GN 2/1
8/10 x GN 2/1
11/14 x (GN 1/1 o 600x400)
11/14 x GN 2/1

15
10
10 o 12
16 o 20
24 o 28
32 o 40
22 o 28
44 o 56

3,20
3,20
6,20
12,50
12,50
16,00
16,00
23,00

AC 230V 50Hz
AC 230V 50Hz
3N AC 400V 50Hz
3N AC 400V 50Hz
3N AC 400V 50Hz
3N AC 400V 50Hz
3N AC 400V 50Hz
3N AC 400V 50Hz

Moduline FORNOChef RB: plates that are
perfect for serving as they are: fresh, fragrant,
succulent and cooked just nicely, without drips
and with bright colours, a feast for the eyes.

A

B

Moduline FORNOChef RB: a leap in quality in
the kitchen: any preparation on a tray or in a
container is fresh as if it has just been cooked,
whether roast beef, lasagne, vegetables or
ratatouille.

Moduline FORNOChef RB: the standard
container (tray) is perfect for deferred service,
thanks to regeneration and keeping warm
until serving time.

C

Version S - Basic model with electromechanical control
A On/Off switch - B Regenerating time regulation knob, with warning light indicating operation - C Regenerating temperature selector
switch 140/160°C. It is advisable to put to 140°C for normal regeneration and to 160°C for regenerating fried foods

A

B

C

D

E

Version M - With electromechanical control
A On/Off switch - B Regenerating or keeping warm mode selector switch - C Regenerating time setting knob, with warming light indicating
operation - D Humidity regulation knob, with warning light indicating operation - E Humidity setting knob, with warming light indicating
operation. Regeneratin temperature setting switch 140°/160°C. It is advisable to set to 140°C for normal regenerating and 160°C for
regenerating fried foods

Version E - Electronic control and programmer
A ON/OFF switch - B Display - C Back to previous menu (BACK) - D Setting knob and select “ENTER” - E E Push-button “START/STOP” F Push-button cooking chamber lighting
A
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B

C

D

E

F

EVERYTHING ALWAYS CONFORMING TO
REGULATIONS.
The innovation, power and the construction quality of Moduline equipment has
always responded to all kitchen issues, with a particular attention to respecting
regulations, even those that can be more strict and restrictive, in order to
protect consumers and operators.

RB 101E

RB 061S

RB 141E

accessories

BA 011
790x645x840h

CS 011
740x520x1060h

BA 021
850x795x840h

CS 021
790x650x1060h

Model

Shelves

RB 061

5
6
8
10
11
14

RB 101
RB 141

PY - 600x400 (00 mm)
space between
PY 051 (90)
PY 061 (70)
PY 081 (90)
PY 101 (70)
PY 111 (90)
PY 141 (70)

PG - GN 1/1 (00 mm)
space between
PG 051 (90)
PG 061 (70)
PG 081 (90)
PG 101 (70)
PG 111 (90)
PG 141 (70)

ST - GN 1/1 (00 mm)
space between
ST 051 (85)
ST 061 (65)
ST 081 (85)
ST 101 (65)
ST 111 (85)
ST 141 (65)

SP - 600x400 (00
mm) space between
SP 051 (85)
SP 061 (65)
SP 081 (85)
SP 101 (65)
SP 111 (85)
SP 141 (65)
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Configuration examples.

RB 102M

RB 072M
RB 142S
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Model

Shelves

RB 072

6
7
8
10
11
14

CR 011
740x520x1060h

CS 141
625x610x1290h

RB 102

CR 021
790x650x1060h

CS 142
675x820x1290h

RB 142

PG - GN 2/1 (00 mm)
space between
PG 062 (85)
PG 072 (65)
PG 082 (85)
PG 102 (65)
PG 112 (85)
PG 142 (65)

ST - GN 2/1 (00 mm)
space between
ST 062 (85)
ST 072 (65)
ST 082 (85)
ST 102 (65)
ST 112 (85)
ST 142 (65)
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